We consider various well-known, equivalent complexity measures for graphs such as elimination orderings, k-trees and cops and robber games and study their natural translations to digraphs. We show that on digraphs all these measures are also equivalent and induce a natural connectivity measure. We introduce a decomposition for digraphs and an associated width, Kelly-width, which is equivalent to the aforementioned measure. We demonstrate its usefulness by exhibiting a number of potential applications including polynomial-time algorithms for NP-complete problems on graphs of bounded Kelly-width, and complexity analysis of asymmetric matrix factorization. Finally, we compare the new width to other known decompositions of digraphs.
Introduction
An important and active field of algorithm theory is to identify natural classes of structures or graphs which are algorithmically well-behaved, i.e. on which efficient solutions to otherwise NP-complete problems can be found. A particularly rich source of tractable cases comes from graph structure theory in the form of graph decompositions and associated measures of structural complexity such as tree-width or rank-width. For instance, Courcelle's celebrated theorem [8] shows that every property of undirected graphs that can be formulated in monadic second-order logic can be decided in linear time on any class of graphs of bounded tree-width. This result immediately implies linear time algorithms for a huge class of problems on such graphs. Since then, hundreds of papers have been published describing efficient algorithms for graph problems on classes of graphs of bounded treewidth. (See e.g. [5] and references therein.) Similarly, efficient algorithms can sometimes be found for planar graphs [13, 2] or more general classes of graphs, for instance classes of graphs of bounded local tree-width [14] , or graph classes excluding a minor (see e.g. [10] and references therein). Another interesting example are classes of graphs of bounded clique-or rank-width [9, 22, 21] .
All the examples mentioned above are defined by imposing restrictions on the underlying undirected graph struc-ture. However, there are many applications where the input structures -networks, state transition systems, dependency graphs as in database theory, or the arenas of combinatorial games such as parity games -are more naturally modelled as directed rather than undirected graphs. In these cases, the notion of tree-width is unsatisfactory as it does not take the direction of edges into account. This information loss may be crucial, as demonstrated by the problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a digraph: an acyclic orientation of a grid has very high tree-or clique-width, but the Hamiltonian cycle problem on the digraph is trivial.
As a consequence, several authors have tried to generalise notions like tree-or path-width from undirected to directed graphs (See e.g. [23, 18, 3, 25, 20, 4] ). In [18] , Johnson, Robertson, Seymour, and Thomas concentrate on the connectivity aspect of tree-width, generalising this to strong connectivity in the directed case, to define directed tree-width. In the same paper, the authors give an algorithmic application of directed tree-width by showing that a number of NP-complete problems such as Hamiltonicity or the k-disjoint paths problems become tractable on graphs of small directed tree-width. Berwanger, Dawar, Hunter and Kreutzer [4] and, independently, Obdrzálek [20] introduce the notion of DAG-width. DAG-width is a slightly weaker notion than directed tree-width, in the sense that more graphs have small directed tree-width than small DAG-width, but it has a cleaner characterisation in terms of cops and robber games and gives more control over the graph, as the guarding condition used is stricter. In [4] , this has been used to show that the winner of a parity game -a form of combinatorial games played on digraphs -can be decided in polynomial time provided the game graph has bounded DAG-width. The analogous question remains open for graphs of bounded directed tree-width.
Both directed tree-decompositions and DAGdecompositions provide a natural and interesting connectivity measure for directed graphs. Both, however, also suffer from some difficulties. As Adler shows [1] , directed tree-decompositions are not closed under even mild forms of directed minors, the corresponding games are neither cop-nor robber monotone, and there is no precise characterisation of directed tree-width by these games (only up to a constant factor). Although this is not really a problem for algorithmic applications, it suggests that the notion of directed tree-width may not be as well-behaved as undi-rected tree-width. Furthermore, being a measure based on strong connectivity makes it difficult to develop algorithms outside of those provided in [18] . DAG-decompositions, on the other hand, suffer from the fact that the best upper bound for the size of DAG-decompositions of graphs of width k known so far is O(n k ). This is a significant problem, as the space consumption of algorithms is often more problematic than running time. Hence, it is not known whether deciding that a digraph has DAG-width at most k is in NP, contrary to the authors' claims. (It is NP-hard. This follows easily from the NP-completeness of the corresponding question for tree-width.)
Whereas for undirected graphs it is widely accepted that tree-width is the "right" notion, the problems described above suggest that more research is needed to decide what the "right" notion for digraphs is -if there is any. A natural way to search for practical generalisations of undirected treewidth is to look at useful equivalent characterisations of it and translate them to digraphs.
In this paper we consider three characterisations of tree-width: partial k-trees, elimination orders and a graph searching game in which an invisible robber attempts to avoid capture by a number of cops, subject to the restriction that he may only move if a cop is about to occupy his position. Partial k-trees are the historical forerunner of tree-width and are therefore associated with graph structure theory [24] , elimination orders have found application in the analysis of symmetric matrix factorization, such as Cholesky decomposition [19] , and graph searching problems have recently been used to explore and generate robust measures of graph complexity (see e.g. [11, 15] ). We generalise all of these to directed graphs, resulting in partial k-DAGs, directed elimination orderings, and an inert robber game on digraphs. We show that all of these generalisations are equivalent on digraphs and are also equivalent to the widthmeasure associated to a new kind of decomposition we introduce. As the game is reminiscent of capturing hideoutbased outlaws, we propose the name Kelly-decompositions, after the infamous Australian bushranger Ned Kelly. The fact that all these notions are equivalent on digraphs as they are on undirected graphs suggests that this might be a robust measure of complexity/connectivity of digraphs.
In addition to being equivalent to the natural generalisations of the above characterisations, we believe that Kelly-decompositions have many advantages over DAGdecompositions and directed tree-decompositions. Unlike the former, the size of these decompositions can be made linear in the size of the graph it decomposes. On the other hand, their structure and strict guarding condition make them suitable for constructing dynamic programming algorithms which can lead to polynomial-time algorithms for NPcomplete problems on graphs of bounded Kelly-width. We also show how they are applicable to asymmetric matrix factorization by relating them to the elimination DAGs of [16] .
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 3 we formally define elimination orderings, inert robber games, and partial k-DAGs and show the equivalence of the associated width measures. In Section 4, we introduce Kellydecompositions and Kelly-width. In Section 5, we present applications: Algorithms for Hamiltonian cycle, weighted disjoint paths and parity games that all run in polynomial time on graphs of bounded Kelly-width, and details of the connection between Kelly-decompositions and asymmetric matrix factorization. Finally, we compare our new width measure to other known measures on digraphs, in particular to directed tree-width and DAG-width. Due to space restrictions, most of the proofs appear in the full version of the paper.
Preliminaries
We use standard graph theory notation. See e.g. [12] . Let G be a digraph. We write V (G) for its set of vertices and E(G) for its edge set. For X ⊆ V (G) we write G[X] for the subgraph of G induced by X and G \ X for G[V (G) \ X]. If X := {v} is a singleton set, we simply write G \ v. Finally, we sometimes write
For every v ∈ V (G) and X ⊆ V (G) such that v ∈ X we write Reach G\X (v) for the set of vertices in V (G) \ X reachable from v by a directed walk in G \ X. If G is a directed, acyclic graph (DAG), we write G for the reflexive, transitive closure of the edge relation.
Elimination Orderings, Inert Robber Games, and Partial k-DAGs
In this section we formally define directed elimination orderings, inert robber games, and partial k-DAGs and show that the associated width-measures of digraphs are equivalent. Our first definition extends the idea of vertex elimination to digraphs. Vertex elimination is the process of removing vertices from a graph but adding edges to preserve reachability. The complexity measure we are interested in is the maximum out-degree of eliminated vertices. 
Note that the width of an elimination ordering is the maximum cardinality of all supports.
Immediately from the definitions, we have this simple lemma relating the support of an element in an elimination ordering to the set of vertices reachable from that node.
We proceed with defining inert robber games on digraphs. Intuitively, a robber occupies some vertex of a graph G. k cops attempt to capture this robber by occupying the same vertex as the robber. The robber evades capture by being able to run from his position along any directed path which does not pass through a cop. Any number of cops can move anywhere on the graph but they do so by removing themselves completely from the graph and then announcing where they are moving. It is during this transition that the robber moves. In the inert robber game, the robber may only move if a cop is about to land on his current position, however he is not visible to the cops and he knows the cops' strategy in advance. More formally,
Intuitively, the X i represent the cop locations, and the R i represent the set of potential robber locations (also known as contaminated vertices). The sequence X 0 , X 1 , . . . is the strategy for the cops. Note that given a strategy we can reconstruct the play. A strategy X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X n is winning if R n = ∅ in the associated play. Finally, a strategy is monotone if R i ⊇ R i+1 for all i in the associated play.
The last characterisation we consider is a generalisation of partial k-trees, called partial k-DAGs. k-trees can be viewed as a class of graphs generated by a generalisation of how one might construct a tree. In the same way, k-DAGs are a class of digraphs generated by a generalisation of how one might construct a DAG in a top-down manner.
The class of kDAGs is defined recursively as follows:
is a k-DAG.
• A k-DAG with n + 1 vertices can be constructed from a k-DAG H with n vertices by adding a vertex v and edges satisfying the following:
-At most k edges from v to H -If X is the set of endpoints of the edges added in the previous subcondition, an edge from u ∈
Note that if X = ∅, this condition is true for all
The second condition on the edges provides a method to add as many edges as possible going to the new vertex without introducing cycles. Note that this definition generalises ktrees, for if the vertices (X) adjacent to the new vertex (v) form a clique, we will add edges back from X to v, effectively creating undirected edges between v and X (and possibly some additional edges from H \ X to v). Note that a partial 0-DAG is a DAG.
Our main result of this section is that the three measures introduced are equivalent on digraphs. THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a digraph. The following are equivalent:
1. G has a directed elimination ordering of width ≤ k.
k +1 cops have a monotone winning strategy to capture
an inert robber.
G is a partial k-DAG.
It follows from this theorem that the minimal width over all directed elimination orderings of G and the minimal number of cops required to capture an inert robber (less one) coincide, and this class of digraphs is characterised by partial k-DAGs. This leads to the following definition: DEFINITION 3.5. (ELIMINATION WIDTH) Let G be a digraph. The (directed) elimination width of G is the minimal width over all directed elimination orderings of G.
Decompositions
With a robust measure for digraph complexity defined, we now turn to the problem of finding a closely related digraph decomposition. The decomposition we introduce is a partition of the vertices, arranged as a directed acyclic graph, together with sets of vertices which guard against paths in the graph that do not respect this arrangement. We have an additional restriction to avoid trivial decompositions -vertices in the guard sets must appear either to the left or earlier in the decomposition. More precisely, Our main result of this section is that Kellydecompositions do in fact correspond with the complexity measure defined at the end of the previous section. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is constructive in that given an elimination ordering of width k it constructs a Kellydecomposition of width k + 1, and conversely. In fact, the proof establishes a slightly stronger statement.
• |B t | = 1,
• W t is the minimal set which guards B ↓ t , and
Further, if G is strongly connected, then D has only one root.
We call such a decomposition special.
Applications 5.1 Computing Kelly-decompositions
In this section we mention several algorithms for computing Kelly-width and Kelly-decompositions. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 show that Kelly-decompositions can easily (i.e. polynomial time) be constructed from directed elimination orderings or monotone winning strategies, so we concern ourselves with the problem of finding any of the equivalent characterisations.
In a recent paper [6] Bodlaender et al. study exact algorithms for computing the (undirected) tree-width of a graph.
Their algorithms are based on dynamic programming to compute an elimination ordering of the graph. In the same paper, the authors remark on actual experiments with these algorithms. Using some preprocessing techniques, the dynamic programming approach seems to perform reasonably well (in particular for not too large instances). The algorithms translate easily to directed elimination orderings and can therefore be used to compute Kelly-width. Hence, we get the following theorem. Here, O * (f (n)) means that polynomial factors are suppressed. For a given k, the problem whether a digraph G has Kelly-width ≤ k is decided in exponential time with the above algorithms. Further, as the size of Kellydecompositions is linear in the size of the graphs they decompose, the problem, given a graph G and k ∈ N, to decide if G has Kelly-width at most k, is in NP. We can simply guess a Kelly-decomposition. As the minimization problem is NP-complete (it generalises the NP-complete problem of deciding the tree-width of an undirected graph), we cannot expect polynomial time algorithms to exist. It seems plausible though that, as in the case of DAG-width, studying strategies in the inert robber game will lead to a polynomial time algorithm when k is fixed. This is part of ongoing research.
Algorithms on graphs of small Kelly-width
In this section we present algorithmic applications of the decomposition introduced above, including a general scheme that can be used to construct algorithms based on Kellydecompositions. We assume that a Kelly-decomposition (or even an elimination ordering) has been provided or precomputed. We give two example algorithms based on this which run in polynomial time on graphs of bounded Kellywidth. The first is an algorithm for the NP-complete optimization problem of computing disjoint paths of minimal weight in weighted graphs. The second is an algorithm to compute the winner of certain forms of combinatorial games. We conclude the section with remarks about how these algorithms compare with similar algorithms previously presented in [18] and [4] .
Algorithms using Kelly-decompositions often follow a common pattern. Similar to algorithms on graphs of small tree-width, the algorithms start with computing a special Kelly-decomposition (D, (B t ) t∈V (D) , (W t ) t∈V (D) ) and then work bottom up to compute for each node t ∈ V (D) a data set containing information on the set B ↓ t := t t B t . The general pattern is therefore described by the following steps (after the special Kelly-decomposition has been computed):
Leaves: Compute the data set for all leaves.
Combine: If t ∈ V (D) is an inner node with children t 1 , . . . , t p ordered by the ordering guaranteed by the Kelly-decomposition (we observe that such an ordering can be computed easily with a greedy algorithm), combine the data sets computed for B ↓ t1 , . . . , B ↓ tp to a data set for the union 1≤i≤p B ↓ ti . Update: Update the data set computed in the previous step so that the new vertex u with B t = {u} is taken into account. Usually, the vertex u will have been part of at least some guard sets W ti . As u ∈ W t , it can now be used freely.
Expand: Finally, expand the data set to include guards in W t \ i W ti and also paths etc. starting at u.
We illustrate this pattern by presenting an algorithm for computing a Hamiltonian-cycle of minimal weight in a weighted digraph. We explain below how this algorithm extends to the much more general problem of finding disjoint paths of minimal weight.
Weighted Hamiltonian Cycle and Disjoint Paths.
A weighted digraph is a pair (G, ω) where G is a digraph and ω : V (G) → R is a weight function. The Kelly-width of (G, ω) is the Kelly-width of G.
THEOREM 5.2. For any k, given a weighted digraph (G, ω) and a Kelly-decomposition (D, (B
t ) t∈V (D) , (W t ) t∈V (D) ) of
G of width ≤ k, there exists a polynomial time algorithm which computes a Hamilton-cycle of (G, ω) of minimal weight or determines that G is not Hamiltonian.
Here, the weight of a Hamilton-cycle is the sum of the weights of the edges occurring on the cycle. To prove the theorem we first need some notation. Given a weighted digraph (G, ω) ∈ C and tuple s := {(s 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (s r , t r )} of pairs of vertices, an s-linkage is a sequence P := (P 1 , . . . , P r ) of pairwise inner vertex disjoint paths so that P i links s i to t i . The order of P is the order of
The weight of P is the sum of the weights of edges in P i . Now, let (G, ω) and s be given. For a set U ⊆ V (G) and its guarding set W we write LINK(U, W ) for the set of all tuples ((u 1 , v 1 ) , . . . , (u r , v r ), l, w) such that a) r ≤ k, where k is the Kelly-width of G, u i ∈ U , v i ∈ W , b) there are pairwise vertex disjoint paths P 1 , . . . , P r in U ∪ W with all inner vertices in U so that P i links u i to v i , c) the order of (P 1 , . . . , P r ) is l, and d) w is the minimal weight of any such sequence of paths of order l. For t ∈ V (D) let B ↓ t := t t B t and define LINK(t) as LINK(B ↓ t , W t ). Now, beginning from the leaves, we carry out the four steps described above and compute for each node t ∈ V (D) the set LINK(t) as follows. Once we have computed LINK(t) for all nodes, the theorem follows easily by examining linkages of order |V (G)| during the Combine step at the (unique) root of
D.
Leaves: Clearly, for a leaf t, the set LINK(t) can be computed in constant time. Now let t be an inner vertex and let t 1 , . . . , t p be the children of t ordered according to the ordering guaranteed by the Kelly-decomposition. To compute LINK(t) we perform three steps. Combine: In the first step we combine the sets LINK(t i ) to obtain LINK( i B In the next two steps we compute the set LINK(t). Let The first case concerns tuples which have already been considered in the Combine step but now may have additional linkages containing u as an inner vertex. In this sense, we are merely updating information for tuples we have already processed. Hence, this case is dealt with in the Update step. The last two cases concern new tuples which have not been considered before. These cases are treated in the Expand step. The full details of these steps can be found in the full version of the paper.
An analysis of the algorithm shows that the Update and Expand steps can be implemented to run in time O(n 2k + 1). Hence, as |V (D)| = |V (G)|, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(n 2k+2 ). This slightly improves the running time of the Hamilton-cycle algorithm given in [18] for digraphs (without a weight function) of small directed tree-width.
The algorithm introduced above can easily be extended to solve the following, more general problem. The weighted w-linkage problem is the problem, given a weighted digraph (G, ω), a tuple s := ((s 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (s w , t w ) 
Parity Games.
Another example for an algorithm on graphs of bounded Kelly-width is an algorithm for solving parity games on game arenas of small Kelly-width. Parity games are a form of combinatorial games played on digraphs with many applications in the area of verification. See [17] for a definition. It is well known that deciding the winner of a parity game is in NP ∩ co-NP and it is a longstanding open problem if the problem is in P. In [4] , Berwanger et al. describe an algorithm for computing the winner of a parity game of bounded DAG-width. This algorithm can be translated to arenas of small Kelly-width and, in some sense, becomes more transparent. Due to lack of space, the algorithm is given in the full version of the paper. THEOREM 5.4. For any k, given an arena A of a parity game and a Kelly-decomposition of A of width ≤ k, the winning region of A can be computed in polynomial time.
Remarks.
In the following section we show that the class of graphs of bounded Kelly-width is (strictly) smaller than the class of graphs of bounded directed tree-width. Consequently, the algorithms presented in [18] can be used on graphs of bounded Kelly-width, including the disjoint paths algorithm. This raises the question, what advantages does our algorithm enjoy over the one for directed tree-width? The first and obvious difference is that our algorithm computes a Hamilton-cycle of minimal weight. However, the main technical difference is the role the guards play in the algorithms. In the algorithm presented above, the guards W t of a node t play an active role: We only consider paths from vertices u ∈ B ↓ t to guards v ∈ W t . In a directed treedecomposition, a set S ⊆ V (G) does not uniquely define its guards and these guards may only be reachable from S by a path that involves other vertices outside of S. Consequently, the guards only play an indirect role in the algorithm on directed tree-decompositions in that they give a bound on the size of tuples that have to be considered. Although this is enough for algorithms computing disjoint paths, Hamilton-cycles and similar problems, this forms a significant issue for other types of problems. An example of this is in the presented parity game algorithm, which, so far, has resisted attempts to translate it to directed treedecompositions. Hence, if a problem requires to compute more complicated data structures than paths between vertices, Kelly-decompositions may be much easier to work with than directed tree-decompositions.
As for DAG-decompositions, it is their space consumption that forms a significant problem. Although our algorithm for parity games is similar to that of [4] , ours requires only storing at most a linear number of data structures. Until the O(n k ) bound on the size of DAG-decompositions is reduced, such dynamic programming algorithms are only feasible for small values of k.
Finally, we believe that the presentation of algorithms on Kelly-decompositions is simpler and more understandable than on directed tree-decompositions or DAGdecompositions, again for the reasons that a) there is a strict separation of guards and vertices in the sets B ↓ t (which is foreign to DAG-decompositions) and b) that the guards of a set S ⊆ V (G) are uniquely defined and can therefore be used in more ways.
Asymmetric matrix factorization
The use of elimination orders and elimination trees to investigate symmetric matrix factorizations is well documented (see e.g. [19] ). For example, the height of an elimination tree gives the parallel time required to factor a matrix [7] . In [16] , Gilbert and Liu introduced a generalisation of elimination trees, called elimination DAGs, which can be similarly used to analyse factorizations in the asymmetric case. Kelly-decompositions are closely related to these structures, as illustrated by the following theorem. ) is equivalent to the lower elimination DAG (as defined in [16] ), and 6 Is it better to be invisible but lazy or visible and eager?
In this section we use graph searching games to compare Kelly-width to DAG-width and directed tree-width. In the undirected case, all games require the same number of searchers, however we show that in the directed case there are graphs on which all three measures differ by an arbitrary amount. Our results do imply that Kelly-width bounds directed tree-width within a constant factor, but the converse fails as there are classes of graphs of bounded directed treewidth and unbounded Kelly-width. We also provide evidence to suggest that Kelly-width and DAG-width are within a constant factor of each other. We begin by introducing the games associated with DAG-width and directed tree-width (see [4, 20, 18] for formal definitions). Our first result shows that a monotone winning strategy in the inert robber game can be translated to a (not necessarily monotone) winning strategy in the visible robber game. One consequence of this theorem is that Kelly-width bounds directed tree-width by a constant factor. COROLLARY 6.1. If G has Kelly-width ≤ k then G has directed tree-width ≤ 6k − 2. Since it is not known whether monotone strategies are sufficient in the visible robber game, we cannot obtain a similar bound for DAG-width. We can, however, ask whether we can improve the bound, i.e. assuming that k cops have a robber-monotone winning strategy against an invisible, inert robber can we define a winning strategy for less than 2k − 1 cops in the visible robber game? Although it might be possible to improve the result, the next theorem shows that we cannot do better than with 4 3 k cops. THEOREM 6.3. For every k ∈ N, there is a graph such that 3k cops have a robber-monotone winning strategy in the inert robber game but no fewer than 4k cops can catch a mobile visible robber.
Proof. Consider the graph G in Figure 1 . It is easy to see that on G, 3 cops do not have a (non-monotone winning) strategy to catch a visible robber, however 4 cops do. On the other hand, 3 cops suffice to capture an invisible, inert robber with a robber-monotone strategy. The result follows by taking the lexicographic product of this graph with the complete graph on k vertices. See the full version of the paper for details.
In fact, 4 cops can capture a visible robber with a monotone strategy on the graph in Figure 1 We now turn to the converse problem, what can be said about the Kelly-width of graphs given their directed treewidth or DAG-width? First, we consider the binary tree with back-edges example in [4] , where it was shown this class of graphs has bounded directed tree-width but unbounded DAGwidth. It is readily shown that this class of graphs also has unbounded Kelly-width. THEOREM 6.5. There exists classes of digraphs with bounded directed tree-width and unbounded Kelly-width.
Our final result is a step towards relating Kelly-width to DAG-width by showing how to translate a monotone strategy in the visible robber game to a (not necessarily monotone) strategy in the inert robber game. THEOREM 6.6. If G has DAG-width ≤ k, then k cops have a winning strategy in the inert robber game.
Proof. Given a DAG-decomposition (D, (X d ) d∈V (D) ) of G of width k, the strategy for k cops against an invisible, inert robber is to follow a depth-first search on the decomposition.
Again we observe that it is unknown if monotone strategies suffice in the inert robber game, so this result does not allow us to compare Kelly-width and DAG-width. However, we strongly believe that monotone strategies suffice in both the inert robber game and the visible robber game, giving us the following conjecture: CONJECTURE 6.1. The Kelly-width and DAG-width of a graph lie within constant factors of one another.
